
YESTERDAY’S 
STRUGGLE

TODAY’S
SUCCESS

Learn how a leading UK importer and distributor has improved forecasting and profit 

margins through an innovative cash and risk management strategy  

OPTIMIZED
CASH FLOW

INCREASED
PROFIT MARGINS

REDUCED
FX EXPOSURE

IMPROVED
CONFIDENCE

ELIMINATED
MANUAL DATA INPUT

Improved cash flow
through hedging solutions

5-10% increase by 
reduced SPOT payments

Lowered FX Costs
beating volatility

Protected profit margin 
& budget forecasts

>25% reduction 
in time managing FX

moving money for better

By taking advantage of an innovative online cash management tool, 

and a tailored risk management strategy, Capitol Essentials can 

now forecast and set profit margins more accurately
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Capitol Essentials’ business 
plans were regularly disrupted 
by currency market volatility

Working with their dedicated 
specialist, Capitol Essentials developed 
a tailored Risk Management 
Program designed to their needs

Keeping up was difficult and 
they struggled to cover surprise 
expenses when foreign invoices 
cost more than planned

Sales activities were also limited 
due to a lack of working capital 
which impacted growth plans

Each week a staff member 
devoted an entire day 
to managing all of their 
foreign payments manually

With no insight into currency
exposures and market trends, 
it was impossible to 
forecast or set budgets

With a simple Hedging Strategy in 
place, Capitol Essentials has protected 
profits with a plan that combines 
Spot, Forwards and Option Contracts*

And through regular evaluations 
of its risk strategy, Capitol has 
increased its credit facility 
and decreased exposures

WUBS Cash Management Platform 
has eliminated manual processes and 
increased visibility of inflows, outflows 
and exposures for the first time

The flexible ‘rolling hedge’ 
strategy now helps them set 
budgets and forecast 
with confidence


